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New Midwest Goth/Industrial Music Magazine Networks Clubs and Clubgoers 

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — Fans of electronic body music (EBM) and the goth and industrial subcultures no 
longer have to scour the Internet for news on their favorite music genres, fashion styles and nightclub 
events.  Now Midwest clubgoers, bands, photographers, artists, models and writers can get the latest scene-
related news, interviews and reviews in a slick, 56-page magazine published biannually out of Indianapolis. 
 
Echo Immortalis magazine began as the brainchild of Ball State University journalism student Leslie 
Benson for her master’s thesis equivalent in the Fall of 2005.  She saw the need for a regional publication 
catering to the growing Midwest goth and industrial subcultures.  Self-funded and self-published with help 
from local freelance writers and photographers, volume one issue two (see attached media kit or download 
it at www.echoimmortalis.net/eimediakit2006.zip), released in June 2006, has garnered support from big 
names in the industry such as Gothic Beauty’s fashion editor, Acid PopTart; Razed in Black’s frontman 
Romell Regulacion; Assemblage 23; The Azoic; Hungry Lucy; and Indy’s own Form 30 and Danz Poeta 
bands.  After having graduated from Ball State, Benson hopes to expand the distribution of the publication, 
which now includes stores in Ohio and Indiana stocking the magazine.   
 
“Echo Immortalis magazine strives to bridge members of the gothic and industrial subcultures in the 
Midwest and beyond,” says Benson. “We hope to uplift the scene and provide a networking tool for clubs 
and clubgoers.  The magazine serves as an objective voice for gothic music and its subgenres, as well as 
fashion, photography, art, literati and nightlife.  Articles focus on national issues and how they affect 
members of the scene, Midwest goth-related event news and trends, celebrity/band coverage, and profiles 
of everyday members of the scene who have made outstanding achievements, overcome societal struggles, 
or who may be working on meaningful projects.”  

Highlights of issue two include “Far from a Vanilla Life: Unveiling some truths about bondage and 
sadomasochism;” the making of Neil Gaiman and Henry Selick’s new animated children’s film, Coraline; 
“How to make your own chain mail jewelry;” “Indianapolis’ goth music history;” an interview with sci-fi 
author Storm Constantine; and information on Midwest Renaissance festivals, summer concerts and live 
action role-playing games. 
 
Copies are now available online for $5.99 each at http://www.echoimmortalis.net/buymag.htm and at the 
stores listed on the Web site (www.echoimmortalis.net). 
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